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Introduction 
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1.1) Design Objective 
At present, redevelopment of old built-up ^ ^ ^ 
area is carried out by Government related j 
departments such as Lands Development ^ H | | a | | | / y j ^ A 
Corporation and Housing Department. The p i B A ^ ^ T i p y 
planning design for redevelopment is 1 ^ 
mainly focused on quantitative aspects 、 
such as maximizing residence provision, l ^ f l H V 厂 
infrastructure capacity and recreational 
facilities, however the qualitative control is 
being neglected and as the present J j U B ^ ^ A 
redeveloping strategy continuous, the 
original characters of old built-up area will ^ ^ B 
be destroyed like the harmonious 
relationship between buildings and street, 
the intimate courtyard among residences 
or lively on-street market will become lost. ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ ^ y r — 
(Photo 1 to 3). Instead, adverse J B U l ^ ^ ^ W f 
phenomena such as slender towers with 
face to face units, blank podium facades, 
isolated open spaces and introverted 
complexes like social centre, market and 
sport centres will be resulted. (Photo 4 to 6) 
Photo. 1 Harmonious relationship between 
By selecting Sai Ying Pun as a pilot buildings and street 
scheme and taking the chance of 
comphrehensive redevelopment ( the 
details are illustrated in the Programming 
Report), this project is aimed to 
incorporate the inherent good qualities of 
old built-up area into the redevelopment 
planning. Among all the issues involved, 
public space design is particular 
concerned as this is the major element U f J 
that contributing a good neighbourhood \ >7 M 
design. The idea of public space network . V ^ . 知 敛 ^ f 
is proposed in an attempt to facilitate \ V ^ ^ 夸遇"i 
daily soical activities of the residence. V k 
_ 
Photo. 2 Intimate courtyard among residence 
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朋oto.3 On-sfreet market at Centre Street Photo.5 Blank podium facade of new building 
• _ 
tower with face to face units Photo.6 Introverted social centre complex at Centre 
Street 
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1.2) Description of Subject 
The project is divided into two parts, i.e. 〇ne typical block of residence is choosen 
urban planning and building design. The t〇 illustrate the idea of podium use and its 
studio time in first term is focused on urban physical relationship with street. (Fig.3) On 
planning for a choosen area in Sai Ying 卞he other hand, one of the major theme" 
Pun. This area is bounded by Eastern f〇r 圳s neighbourhood design is the idea 
Street, Bonham Road, Western Street and 〇f Public space network in which public 
Des Boeux Road West with an area of 10.9 facilities and open spaces are connected 
hectare. (Fig. 1 & 2). The redevelopment is by streets and distributed among the 
concerned with both residence and ^ ^ ^ ^ fabric. One of these nodal public 
public facilities obtained by demolishing spaces at Centre Street is selected for 
of old-conditioned buildings in the region. further design development in order to 
Design issues such as overall massing of illustrate the idea in a more detailed level, 
towers, allocation of public facilities and 丁his nodal public space design involves a 
connection between nodal public facilities market (Sai Ying Pun Market 
are concerned. RedevGlopme门t), two bedspace 
apartments with social centre facilities and 
an recreational open space which is 
based on the urban planning set at first 
term proposal. For these buildings design, 
scale of buildings, relationship with 
surrounding streets and open space are 
explored. 
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Fig. 1 Location of Sai Ying Pun 
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Fig.2 Location of the study area 
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Fig- 3 Master Layout Plan for the study area 
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1.3) Client &Usef 
Clients 
This project is initiated by the Lands 一 一 
Development Corporation(LCD). By the 考。^KKF 
experience of urban renewal for more f ' ^ ^ 
than eight years, the department begins j ‘ i 
to realize the close relationship between 麵,一；^ ^^ ,^ 
good public space design and the I ^ S ^ ' y ' ^ ^ i L l T 
success of a built community, so by f^  巧 、 妾 瑪 樹 体 
choosing an old built-up district- Sai Ying [ 
Pun as pilot scheme and taking the ffi^f — 
opportunities of comprehensive ^ 
redevelopement, it is decided to design M ^ ^ M l i W i ' 
and organize a set of public spaces in a S H U ^ H l ^ ^ ^ 
way that attempts to enhance the sense 
of neighbourhood as well as satisfying the I J ^ V f ^ ^ ^ s l . 
housing requirements within the district. 
For each particular public facilities » “ j f f ^ ^ 赞 罵 ^ ^ v. 
planned in the overall setting, different 
parties are involved for execution. .一 
Concerning the buildings involved for 
futher design development, Social Welfare ， 
Department is responsible for the 
construction of Bedspace Apartments and Photo. 7 Elderly people in the region 
the social centres, while Urban Council is 
responsible for the Sai Ying Pun Market 
redevelopment. 
Users 
Concerning the buildings involved, the two H ^ H H H H H H V T I K E 
bedspace apartment buildings are _ 
targetted to serve single elderly who can ^ 
live by themselves without any special 
care from the Social Welfare Department. 
Double bedrooms are provided in a rental 
basis and can be rented by eligible 
c o u p l e o r s h a r e d b y t w o p e o p l e . (Photo . 7) p H j l ^ ^ ^ H ^ n ^ ^ K p 
Social centre for Elderly and Social Centre 
for Women are located at the ground floor W ^ r 
of the two bedspace apartments 紗^^ 
respectively.The former one is aimed to I H i ^ 巧 弥 
provide services for those elderly who live ‘ ‘ S f ® ^ 
in the bedspace apartments and in I ' ^ f i ® ' ® ^ ^ 一 M W P 
vicinity. While the latter one is aimed to M M ) 
serve women who live in the area ^ M l ^ ^ w r 
especially for those housewives. ^ S I I J M ^ ^ ^ ^ • 
Sai Ying Pun Market has no particular J ^ ^ k 
kind of users but housewives and elderly 
are the most frequent users for the market. 
(Photo.8) Photo.8 Market users including housewives and 
elderly 
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1.4) Site & Context Analysis 
Urban Planning Site 
The detail information of the studying area J S ^ ' - ：-' 
can be refered to the Program Report '^t •‘ :: 漏 Para.3."。3.3. , f M 
The area choosed for further design 3 H 8 
development (i.e. the Sai Ying Pun Market j g l ' j \ £ ' X ^ " ' W h I 
Redevelopment, two bedspace 
apartment and an recreational open i i M t P ^ J c q i L M 
space) (Fig.3) is flanked by Second Street L P ^ f T l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M B l 
and Third Street. The study area is bisected 
by the pedestrianized Centre Street into 
two halves. The eastern half is planned for ^ H M f l n 
the Sai Ying Pun Market Redevelopment, K i ^ ^ S S W I ^ 
while the western half, according to the ^ m ! ^ ^ ' M I S j ^ M 
overall urban planning of the area, is W fl^P ^ 
decided for the construction of two V 
bedspace apartments and an ^ ^ B l . ^ J | P | 
reciBational open space. This area is 一 ^ H i . 4 1 1 
selected because it is an inherent focal 一一― 八 
point along the Centre Street (Photo.9), the Photo.9 centre street is the main circulating path In 
previous Sai Ying Pun Market and the on- 她 area 
street market at the same location helped 
to draw in people from surrounding and 
was the daily visiting place for the nearby 
residence. The study area sits on a slope 
with gradient of 13.5 degree. It is 
surrounded by existing high-rise residences 
with the typical podium and tower setting. 
The proposed redeveloping residence 
completed in first term is located on the 
north-eastern side of the study area. 
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2.1 Subject Analysis 
2.12 Brief formation 
• In contrast with the centralised design 
solution of public facilities in a building 
complex, the idea of public space 
network is to break down the facilities and 
distributed them into suitable location 
according to their specific functions and 
works with existing open spaces to form 
nodes within the network (Fig.4 & Fig.5), 
due to the appropriate location and the 
surrounding related facilities, the exposure 
of these public facilities can be enhanced 
and achieve a 'symbiosis' effect. 
The programme of the social centre for 
elderly and women is extracted from the 
proposal of the High Street Mental Hospital 
Redevelopment, they are planned next to 
the market because housewives and 
elderly are the most frequent users of the 
market, this increases the exposure of 
social centres to the users and therefore 
increase the participation. On the other 
hand, people in social centre can make 
use of the recreational open space for 
outdoor activities. The elderly residence in 
the bedspace apartment- can also 
approach the social centre and the 
market easily to facilitate their daily social 
lives. 
oa-ipi^ K. I ‘ ~ 
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Fig.4 Existing public facilities Fig.5 Proposed network of public facilities 
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2.12 Architectural Language 
Referring to the overall massing control in 
the urban study, the market and ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H V ^ i H H 
bedspace apartments are designed in a ^ H Wi ^ H ^ 
low-rise scale in order to alleviate the J f t ^ f P f 
surrounding density of existing towers i T ^ ^ M t j ^ r — 
(Photo. 10). The scale of the building in H ^ ^ K C 
relation with the street and pedestrian is J l l ^ m ^ ^ ^： / M 
the most concerning aspect in the design • ^ H j i i ^ ^ w M 
process. In order to retain the original ‘ W ^ H I f 
character of the street, which is shaped by k • M 
the low-rise residence with a height of 5 to ！L-^ vC • 
6 storeys and 4.5m grid frontage j f l ^ f f 匿 ， 斯 • 
(Photo. 11), the elevation and height of | j H t f W K M 
buildings are designed in a way that ^ ^ ^ . j g ^ ^ ^ M r 
achieving that character. ^ l i l ^ ^ H L j 
While for the design of the market, a rather k ! 
、〇perr enclosure is adopted. The idea for 胃 f ‘ 
this approach is to maximize the physical 
connection between the market and the - IV 
surrounding open space and street, so as ‘ / 
to capture the shopping habit in the 
original open market on Centre Street. 




Photo. 11 Existing residence at Third Street 
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2.2 Client/Users analysis 
2.21 Functional Relationship& Hierarchy 
of space 
Regarding the original concept of setting 
a public space network within the urban 
fabric, the major element for the design 
development still hinges on the primary 
connector of the network, i.e. the 
pedestrianized Centre Street. Together with 
the connected recreational open spaces, 
it act as the focus or starting point for 
arranging the bedspace apartments, 
social centres and the market. Their 
functional relationship are indicated as 
follows: (Fig.6) 
f Pedestrianized \ 
V Centre Street ) 
( B e d s p a c e \ — — ^ ( Recreational \ _ / M Ying P u n ^ \ 
V Apartment J \ Open Space J ^ ( Market ) 
pocial Centres for \ 
\the Elderly & Womei^ 
Fig.6 Functional relationship between different areas 
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2.22 Activities 
There are three major types of users for the ；二 - 明 . If _ 
social centres, bedspace apartments — 巧 ‘ 
market and the recreational open space, M B 
their corresponding activities i门 these L < j ' E ^ S ^ 1 H , f ^ 
public facilities are described as follows: W M ^ P ^ ^ R ^ ^ B -fKi t^'SJ 
Two types of elderly are involved, they are J M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
the one who is accommodated in the L I 〜 • ^ j i l S S B M I ^ P l i i 
bedspace apartment and those living in m 
the vicinity. For those who live in the 
bedspace apartment, they spent most of .W 
their time at the area for living, leisure and ^ B ^ ^ ^ H l i w ^ ' ^ -
buying food. At the daytime, some may P B l ； 
rest or exercise at the recreational open I m m • • 
space or participate activities held by the fliWxffMI 
social centre, some may stay at .. 
apartment and playing mahjong or cards 
with neighbours, they can also buy food 
and gloceries in the market and 二二^ 
surrounding retails respectively (Photo. 12). 
During the night, most of them stay at Photo. 12. Elderly buy food and gloceries 
apartment for rest or watching TV. For 
those elderly who live in vicinnity, they 
have the similar activities except they 
spent less time in the area. 
2) Housewives 
Market and Social Centre for Women are 
the places they visit oftenly. They may visit 層 卿—i^u • 翼 - 「 . i、\ 
market once or twice within a day to buy >, I ^ 
their daily food. Some of them may ^ fli f i ^ ^ M ^ ；? 
participate activities or classes held by the 、！嫌 J - 、一 
social centre and some of them may chat i j v l / 、 
with their friends or neighbour at the ^ m t ^ ^ ^ I 
recreational open space. (Photo. 13) 「 、 g ' | | H 
3) General Public .、 ’ - J : 
This group of people spent little time in the ’_ fl^tiEHP^Rfl 
area, they may be passer-bys along 
pedestrianized Centre Street or buying / j J J E S ^ ^ g 
food at the market. M M B l f S f v U S B ^ 
^ J P 
Photo. 13 Housewives at Centre Street 
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2.23 Social Pattern 
1) Elderly 
Since this group of people are mostly 
retired, they spent a lot of time in the area, 
they may stay alone or with a group of 
similar interests. For those staying alone, 
they are mostly resting at recreational 
open space, playing birds and watching 
passers-bys or surrounding activities. But 
most of them prefer to stay with a group at 
outdoor area they may chat or playing 
cards and doing exercise such as Tai Chi 
in the early morning. 
2) Housewives 
They seldomly gather to form a large 
group at public space, most of them 
meet with one or two friends after buying 
food at market for chatting and shopping 
at surrounding retails. Some of them may 
attend interest classes held by social 
centre during daytime. 
3) General Public 
For those general public except elderly 
and housewives, they seldomly stay at the 
study area for social activities, they may 
only meet other neighbours through daily 
habits such as buying food and gloceries 
at market stalls or retails respectively. 
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2.34 Schedule of Accommodation 
Urban Planning 
1) Public Facilities among the area 
Area (im sq.m.) Accommodat ion 
Communily Development 
Area Community Centre 






Group Work Unit 
550 
Family Services Centres 
Services for the Elderly 
Care & Attention Homes 1,550 125 
Social Centre for the Elderly 〗40 x 3 centres each 
Services for Children & Youth 
Day Nursery ( Child Care Centre) 1,100 300 
Outreaching Social Work 11 q 
Others 
Rehabilitation 
1. Day Activity Centre 319 ^g 
2. Early Education & Training Centre 152 60 
3. Supported Hostel 700 50 
Bedspace Apartment for Single 3,900 27n 
Person or Elderly 
Day Centre for Street Sleepers 550 
Sai Ying Pun Market Redevelopment 4,500 
Table 1 Schedule of Accommodation for Public Facilities at the study area 
J^.b^ JJ^e above information is based on the proposed services for new community centre complex at High Street 
by ASD Standard Planning Guideline for Community Facilities & five year plan for social welfare development 
review 95 by Social Welfare Department. 
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Selected Building for futher development 
2) Bedspace Apartment / Social Centres for Elderly & Women 
Accommodat ion No. of units Area required (sq.m.) 
Bedspace Double Bedroom total 50 5 0 x 3 0 = 1 500 
Apartment with bathroom ‘ 
x2 
Shared Kitchen 1 per floor 14.4 
Common Dining Area 1 per floor 15 
Common Area i ps「fio〇「 15 
(for resting purpose) 
Laundry Area 1 1 q 
Common room 1 3 1 5 
Sodial Centre for Common Room 1 g l 
the Elderly 
Activity room 1 如 ^ 
Office 1 12.6 
Pantry 1 5 1 
Storage 1 144 
Total: 153.6 
Social Centre for C o m m o m Room 1 81 
Women 
Activity room 1 如 ^ 
Classroom 2 24 / 43.2 
Office 1 20.3 
Pantry ] 7 1 
Storage 1 9 
Total: 225.1 
Retail 12 12 x40.5=486 
丁。ble 2 Schedule of Accommodation for Bedspace Apartment and Social Centres 
Nelgbbo^ood Design in Sat Ying Puag Redevelopment 
3) Sai Ying Pun Market Redevelopment 
Accommodat ion No. of units Area required ( sq. m.) 
P⑶丨tV Stalls 14 3 .5x4.5 each 
Fish Stalls 20 ditto 
Meat Stalls 10 ditto 
Mini-stalls 79 2 2.5 each 
Communal Scalfolding Room 7 1 1 25 x 7 = 78 75 
Store Room 1 per floor 10 
Loading and Unloading Bay 3 ! 
Refuse Collection Point 1 ^21 5 
Seized Goods store 1 20 25 
Cargo lift 1 ! 
Passenger lift 1 ! 
丁 a b l e 3 Schedule of Accommodation of Sai Ying Pun Market Redevelopment 
A/, a The above Information Is based on the proposed program for the redevelopment by Urban Council 
4) Proposed Residential Block 
Total G.F.A. (in sq.m.) No. of flats 
Non-domestic Retails at G/F 5,476 
Social Centre 140 
Sub-total: 5,616 
Domestic Residence at Podium Level 6,00〇 50 
Residence at tower 13,440 100 
Sub-total: 19,440 224 
Table 4 Schedule of Accommodation for proposed residential block 
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2.3 Site / context Analysis 
(of the site for bulling design] 
2.31 Location 2.32 Landscape / Adjacent buildings 
The most prominent features of the study The recreational open space is obtained 
area is the sloping typology and the through the clearance of poor-
pedestrianized Centre Street with the conditioned pre-war buildings on that 
connected recreational open space.The area. In order to reduce the density and 
former character provides the possibility provide recreation space for the 
for multi-level accessment to the buildings residence, this cleared area is zoned by 
(Fig.7). While the pedestrianized Centre the 〇ZP as open space. This 1,134 sq.m. 
Street is the busiest street among the area, open space is directly connected to the 
it helps to connect up the remaining pedestrianized Centre Street at the eastern 
public space network and is the major end. However, due to the longitudinal 
approaching way to the recreational shape and the surrounding high-rise 
open space and the public facilities, residence, this retard people to enter the 
western end of the open area. On the 
other hand, the rear facade of the existing 
residences with exposed sefvices also 
have adverse influences to the open 
space.(Fig.8) 
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Fig. 7 Sloping character facilitates mutti-level Fig.8 Section showing relationship between open 
accessment space and surrounding buildings 
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2.33 Ground Conditions 2.34 Access and transportation 
The ground level of buildings are the sole Pedestrian Accessment 
area for commercial activities in the area, 
usually it is used for the purpose of retails The two bedspace apartments are mainly 
such as boutiques, restaurants, laundry or accessed from the Second Street and the 
glocery stalls (Photo. 14). In order to keep Third Street respectively, but they are also 
the integrity of streets' the ground level of connected with the recreational open 
the bedspace apartments which facing space at different levels. For the ease of 
the Second Street and Third Street are also accessing the market, users can enter the 
reserved for retail uses. While the level building from both Third Street and Centre 
faces the recreational open space, since street, 
it is protected from the vehicular streets 
and is connected to the public space Vehicular Accessment 
network, so it is used for the Social Centre 
purpose. Since Centre Steet is reserved for 
pedestrian use only, the vehicular 
. approach is therefore restricted on 
Second Street and Third Street. Loading 
and unloading area of the market is 
located at the lowest level. Vehicule can 
approach the building from the entrance 
set at Second Street (Photo. 15) 
mm 
B B M l 
Photo 似 Ground level retails such as boutique and Photo. 15 Vehicular approach at Second Street 
restaurant 
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Process 
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Urban Planning 
For the design porcess of urban planning, 
several issues were texted and gave out 
two options for the desing, the detail 
information can refer the Programming 
Report Section 5-Design Process. 
Building Design 
At the early stage,an、plaza' kind of idea 
was explored in which the open space is 
used to accommodate mini-stalls with an 
overhead structure that integrating with 
the buildings to form an uniform building 
design. The ground level was used for the 
purpose of wet market and food bazaar 
while the upper level was used for the 
social welfare facilities such as social 
centre for the elclerly.(Fig.9) However, due 
to the tightness of the site and the orginal 
concept of the planning (i.e. to capture 
the existing neighbourhood nature of the 
area), this preliminary concept was 
changed. 
丁 h e program for the bedspace apartment 
and market became set, options for the 
design were explored. Effort was especially 
placed on the design 〇f elevation for the 
buildings in order to achieve a better 
relationship between the building and the 
streetscape in term of scale and facade 
treatment.(Fig.lO-12) 
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Fig-10 Elevation of the market on Third Street 
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Final 
Project 
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4.1) Urban Planning … . ^ 
• Public facilities such as market. 
The 'street-oriented' design is adopted for community centre or bedspace 
the public facilities network. Since Centre apartment are arranged along the street, 
Street is traditionally used for on-street they somehow work with the connecting 
market and is the major pedestrian flowing 〇=“门 ^ 闪 c e to form the nodes along the 
path of the area,it is proposed to be 闪仇 On the other hand, small patches of 
pedestrianized from Bonham Road to •闲n spaces are planned among the 
DesVoeux Road West to act as the primary fabric, they help to reduce the local 
connector of the public facilities network, together with the horizontal 
on which minii-stalls for dry items are kept streets they form a loop in the area to 
for preserving the orginal character of the complete the public facilities network. 
area. 
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4.2) Bedspace Apartment 
Elevation 
• f co rd ing to t h e y d e of Practice for • The building is designed in a slep down 
「二:，pOf o Escape In manner along Centre Street which is 
？as，of F re Para^, since the building worked with the sloping gradient of the 
IS below 1 7m and used for residence street, 
purpose, one staircase can be 
provided. • 丁卜^  elevation of the building is based 
^ , . . ^ on a 4.5m grid in width for simulating 
• ？. ! containing staircase, lift and the old mid-rise building in the area, so 
kitchen IS detachedond located next that the facade is broken down into 
to the existing building so that the small scale and fitted better with the 
:esi(^encial units can be fully exposed surrounding context. 
to Centre Street and open space, 
(Fig. 13) • Every units has provided a balcony 
o , , “ 』. which can be used for hanging cloth, 
• Public area such as dining area and storage and resting 
common area (resting purpose] are 
located between public core and Material / Colour 
private residence, cross ventilation is 
achieved. (Fig.l3) • ？丨^吕卞^厂丨^  choosen as the major 
丁h , , I , “ .， material for the bedspace apartment 
• The ground levd of the building is which relates to the surrounding 
utilized fo「public use- retails and buildings. Warm pastel colour is 
so^al centre are planned which face selected to deliver a sense of warmth 
vehicular street and recreational open to the living residences, 
space respectively. While the 
common room and laundfy area are 
located at upper level in which users 
can make use of the roof terrace for 
hanging cloth or taking rest. (Fig. 14) 
• Double room is provided instead of 
traditional 8 people dorm, this helps to 
increase privacy for users. 
一 ~ ^ L 
Fig. 口 刚 n n / n g Of the bedspace apartment Fig. 14 Location of various part of the building 
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4.3) Market 
Planning 
• For the convience of users, poultry stalls 
are grouped at ground floor, meat and 
fish stalls at upper ground level while 
mini-stalls at first floor. 
• Core with services are set aside next to 
the existing building. 
• Vertical circulation including escalator 
and exposed staircase are located at 
the central position of the building for 
easy identification. 
• Loading and unloading area and 
refuse collection point are locatsd at 
the lowest level so that the vehicle can 
be approached from Second Street. 
• The market is designed in a stepping 
down manner which works with the 
sloping character of the site. 
Enclosure 
• A rather、〇perVencl〇sure is adopted for 
enhancing the physical connection 
between the exterior and interior. The 
idea is generated by the original open 
market on Centre Street, In order to get 
a balance between solving the 
hygienic problem caused by wet 
market and the traditional shoppping 
mode of open market this 'open' 
design is used. 
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^ ^ ^ FROM CENTRE STREET 
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4.4) Recreational Open Space 
• Free- standing walls are designed at 
the periphery of the open space, these 
help to block off the drainage pipes on 
rear facade of surrounding residences 
and visually reduce the scale of the 
towers. 
• Trees and trellises are designed to 
provide shade for users and help to 
reduce the scale of adjacent building. 
• The existing temporary shrine on 
Sheung Fung Lane is moved into the 
open space for attracting more 
people into the western end of the 
open space. 
4.5) Proposed Residential Block 
• The periphery of podium is designed for 
residence purpose while the core is 
used for carparking. The idea of 
designing residence on podium is to 
increase the interaction between 
building and surrounding street. 
• A 4.5 m grid in width is adopted for 
designing the podium plan and 
elevation, it is aimed to restore the 
orginal low-rise character of the street. 
• Ground level is used for retails for 
keeping the integrity of street. 
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Introduction 
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Vision / Background Thought 
A community is composed by both private and public *Public Spaces, including Open Spaces and Community 
spaces (Figure 1). For a residential community likes Sai Facilities，are the venues for most of our social activities 
Ying Pun, private space concern purely residences and and the knots that tie together the fabric of our towns 
their provision is essential for satisfying basic needs. and cities. They enrich the quality of life for individuals 
However, concerning a neighborhood design for a to an extent that can only be attained through collective 
community, the most important factor for a successful organization, 
design is still hinged on the quality of public spaces. 
*Architectural Record June 1996 p.66-Comjnunity Buildings 
1 COMMUNITY CENTRE! 
1 CHILD & YOUTH CENTRE"] 
SOCIAL WELFARE | 1 FAMILY SERVICEI 
SERVICES I 
1 ——I SERVICES FOR ELDERLY | 
1 OTHERS I 
1 MARKET I 
COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL I 1 FOOD STALL PLAZA | 
I FACILITIES ACTIVITIES | • 
^ T 1 SHOPPING CENTRE | 
—fPUBUC SPACE| 1 RECREATION 1 INDOOR GAMES HALL | 
ACTIVITIES ^ 
1 1 GARDEN I 
PDMMUNITYi- OPEN \ • 
SPACES! 
1 PLAYFIELDI 
‘——I STREET I 
HPRtVATC SPACE^  1 RESIDENCE | 
Figure 1 Composition of a Community 
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However, in old built-up districts, the tendency of 
deteriorating qualities of public spaces become obvious. J ^ ' … ‘：、： - - 二 
Streetscape becomes destroyed by new blank podium ：私 | • ’ 卜 一 ‘ ， � 
facade (Photo 1)，lively on-street open market is t ^ - j，: J l n 
gradually replaced by centralized market (Photo 2). ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Local open spaces for recreation are too isolated from 
public (Photo 3), all these phenomena restricts ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ B B S F ^ 
interaction between buildings, streets and different ， 卜；； 
human activities.. People can only meet certain kinds of 叙： 
neighbours and this limits a wider range of social 
communication. As a result, residents seldomly have 
strong sense of neighbourhood. This sense of ff Jp：*, j 
neighbourhood is essential to a person because it is a ^ H ^ H ^ I x B S ^ ^ S i ^ f c 
bonding element between people and the psychological 
attachment of oneself to a specific area. ^ ^ ^ J ^ H 
This project is tried to explore a better system of public ^ ^ ^ ^ B B P f t S ' ^ ^ P ^ ^ n W ^ ^ ^ 
spaces as well as providing adequate residence within an ；：：.^  
built-up urban context, both planning in urban scale and U ^ ^ S t t ^ - ^ J E ^ f ^ " •' jM^j 
architectural design in building scale. Through the focus l ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ P P m P H ^ ; ‘ 
of public space design, it aims to re-establish the sense w S f P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
of neighbourhood among residents in the district. j f l i f c r ‘ "^ ： 
Photo2 Centralized market complex in contrast with 
On-street market 
a _ 
Photo 1 Blank podium facade in contrast with lively Photo 3 Isolated open space with no interaction with surroundings 
facade of old buildings 
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Client Profile 
This project is initiated by the Lands Development _ 
Corporation (LDC ). By the experience of urban renewal 滴,‘ W 
for more than eight years, the department begins to � g ^ 
realize the close relationship between good public space j•一 一 ^ ' ^ ^ • H j H j r ^ 着 
design and the success of a built community, so by 1 v ‘ V / 
choosing an old built-up district - Sai Ying Pun as a ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 
pilot scheme and taking the opportunities of - • “ 
comprehensive redevelopment, it is decided to design ^ ； 谨 ？ 
and organize a set of public spaces in a way that f t , 1 y 
attempts to enhance the sense of neighbourhood as well J j ^ J ^ ^ J S j ^ l f ^ ^ L 
as satisfying the housing requirements within the 1 1 
The urban renewal scheme is a comprehensive ！ T * 
redevelopment of an old district, it aims to establish a ] fiK i 务 ^ B P ^ . i 
public space system that is socially significant to the 
local residents. This public space system, with the 
provision of both community facilities and open spaces, ^ ^ I 一丄 X 
gives residents who live in the same district to meet and \ 
communicate with each other and therefore, is crucial in 
socializing residents into ‘life’ for that particular 
district. 
Photo 4 Sense of Neighbourhood in a District 
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1.3 
issues & Goals 
Due to the complexity of the studied topics, in order to 
facilitate processing and determine final products, the 
considered issues is divided into macroscopic and 
microscopic levels. 
Macroscopic level Microscopic level 
(Figure 2) (Figure 3) 
1. Connection between Public Spaces 1. Streetscape Design 
• Hierarchy from public, semi-public to private. • Scale control of buildings along street. 
• Hierarchy of nodes along public space network. • Proper function and layout of podium. 
• Reinforcing existing moving pattern. • Overhang protection for pedestrian. 
• Clear Orientation. • Vehicular control in terms of flow, carpark etc. 
• Fluidity between spaces. 
2. Architectural Planning of Public Spaces 
2. Function & Distribution of Public Spaces 
• Extroverted planning for higher exposure to public 
• Satisfy the local requirement. • Symbiosis between mixed function / uses. 
• Inter-relationship between proposed buildings and • Flexibility to accommodate changes, 
local development, e.g. youth centre near school 
area. 
_ Benefits to wider scope of area and people. 
3. Overall Massing of the area 
• Visual relaxation between high-rise towers. 
• Density balance within the area. 
Fueu^ 行 1 
BRUTES / \ f \ \ \ 
omH \ \ r o ^ A ^ 
— - i l i f f l . l 
复 i輪 
‘ \ \ . A 
Figure 2 Macroscopic level design Figure 3 Microscopic level design 
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Concepts 
1. The Public Facilities such as market and social " c h ^ ^ t X ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ 
centre are broken down and scattered among the 
area according to local needs and works with 
existing open spaces to form nodes (Figure 4 & 5). f \ C ^ X 
2. These scattered ‘nodes，are connected by streets or Z 
lanes to form a network based on existing moving \ ^ ^ 
pattern. I \ , ^ ^ 
3. Extra open spaces are introduced to achieve the /^CY^HS：? C ^ 
continuity of the network. ^ ^ ^ ^ N k ^ ^ st^v：^ 
4. Among the established network, certain important 
nodes are identified and acted as foci for orientation K ^ - C P ^ 
or hierarchy of movement. 
5. Fluidity of nodes is important for easy assessment 
by public (Figure 6). 
‘ Figure 4 Existing Public Facilities 
CoMMusiAL fVaunes. A ^ � 
‘ , SfiC^EN EWJ S^ATTE^, 
wih^ X ^ X ' V ^ 
—— -Th F b ^ 、 N c P ^ ' 
謝！ 歡& 
6 Fluidity of Nodes Figure 5 Proposed Network of Public Facilities 
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Development 
Process 
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2.1 2.2 
Avarlable Resources Methodology 
The fundamental data of the site can be obtained from pj^gj f e i m 
the various Government Departments: 
1. Planning Department: Redevelopment assessment 丁he studies in first term is focused on the generation of 
policy, building age and height of specific district, brief and prel皿inary design such as master layout plan, 
zoning, density control and the general planning 
guidelines 1. Identify the studied issues, establish goals for the 
scheme and define parameter for site selection. 
2. Lands Development Corporation (LDC): The 丄‘Collect related data which back up the proposed 
assessment of potential redevelopment, the scheme and evaluate relevant case studies, 
implementation policy and the design parameters. 3. Analyze the collected data or information and 
translate them into design brief or program. Identify 
3. Social Welfare Department: Program of the constraints and opportunities for the proposed 
proposed social centre complex at High Street Old scheme. 
Mental Hospital and the related social welfare � O n the basis of design brief, generate design options 
development of the area. for testing the idea. 
5. Submit final proposal of the scheme including a full 
4. District Office and local social centre: Practical documentation of analyzed information and design 
needs of the district in terms of social welfare or guidelines, planning proposals and evaluation, 
recreational needs. 
Second Term 
5. Statistic Department: Census information on 
population. Within the framework of first term study, emphasis is 
placed on detail design and this contributes to the main 
6. Urban Council: The proposed communal facilities part of the project, 
of the district such as market, open space uses etc.. 
1. Select a typical area for detail design and develop 
design parameters. 
2. Propose option for scheme. 
3. Submit final presentation with models, drawings 
and documents. 
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.1 
i “ 
j Outline of Tasks & Schedute 
•！ 2.31 First term 
The studio of first term is mainly focused on 
macroscopic issues, i.e.Connection, Function & 
Distribution, Overall Massing (Para. 1.3). However, 
since the streetscape affects greatly the connection of 
public space and is critical in the design, this term also 
touches on this issue. The proposed products at the end 
of first term are as follows: 
1. Master layout plan for proposed Social Network. 
(1:1000) 
2. Design Guidelines for planning Public Spaces 
within the urban context. 
3. Program of project. 
Iwk 2wlc 3wk 4wk 5wk 6wk 7wk: 8wk 9wk lOwk llwk 12wk 13wk 14wk 
t) Goals CMXJ Issues 
CL Study Scope f 
Theme = = -
tx Goals / Issues - — — 
C, Site Selection — 
a)DatgColtectjon 
a. Data Collection of — 
Site 
b. Case Studies } 
Research 二 
3) ArraVsWogrcminIng 
a Site Analysis 
fcx Design Guidelines = = = z = 
c. Documerjtatfcn — — 
d. B^fGenerotion Z Z Z 
4)96购 n 
a {5$ues Options =：==： ^ ^ 
IX scenario Opttom ， 
a Deveiopmem of ’• 
Prof^ed opttons. 
d< Det<3fl D0$^n - = = 
5)Presentqtk)n i = ， 
Table 1: First term schedule 
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2.32 Second Term 
1. Detail design for one particular area within the 
study area including building plan, elevation, 
section etc. (1:200) 
2. Design guidelines for architectural design for public 
spaces. 
Ivvk 2wk 3wk 4wk 5wk 6wk 7wk 8wk 9wk lOwk l lwk 12wk 13wk 14wk 
Goals and Issues 
a Study Scope / 
Theme 
b. Goc^s / Issues z=t 
2) Data Coltectlon 
：a. Data Collection of _ 
she ~ 
tx Case Studies / 
丨 I I Research 
^)Anqly5ls/Programming 
CteSign Guidelines 口 
b. Documentation ^ ^ ^ 
4)Design 
a Issues-Options z z z z n 
: t x Scenario Options , , 
: c . Development of 
Ptofemd Opifons c m = = 
i d . Detaa Des^n = = = = 
.51 Presentation — 
Table 2: Second term schedule 
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3.1 
Criteria for Site Selection 
Sai Ying Pun is being selected for this project study 
(Figure 7) because of its four distinctive characteristics. 
1. Lack of 'Appropriate^ Public Spaces 3. Sloping Typography 
The public space in Sai Ying Pun is under provision (a Sloping typography is a unique character of Hong Kong 
market complex and a social centre complex are Island. Many buildings consLructed on this territory has 
confirmed to be built at the disLrict) and most of Uie to deal wiili level cliaiiges and connection willi other 
existing facilities are poorly planned and designed, buildings. This project aims to set up a public space 
Uicrefore social iiUeraction between people is limited. network for pedeslrian assessment, this sloping silc 
provides a chance lor exploring the 'lliiidily' aiul 
2. Extensive Redevelopment Opportunities connection between differeiu levels. 
According lo Uie data from Uie Planning Department, 4. Historical Heritage aiicl Unique Cliaraclcr 
around 35 buildings in this area is more than 30years 
old and is in unsatisfactory conditions. These Within Sai Ying Pnii, there are many disliiiclivc 
deleriorateU buildings cover a wide range of area and buildings which have iiislorical value and arc preserved, 
arc urgciilly required for renewal to improve living On Llie oUier hand, Uiis districl is featured hy f!ic Cciiiir 
sUiiulard. Street open market aiuI (he dried seafood sin I Is which 
are still functioning and dominant. Ilicsc imiqm, 
elements is worth for preserved especially in (lie r(”�ew-�l 
process. 
I 、 / / : l 
J … 、 卞 i n 三 〒 ; 。 , I " ./ ！ ； 
Figure 7 Location of Sai Yi”g Pim 
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3.2 
General Description of Sot Ying Pun 
Sai Ying Pun is located at the Western District of Hong The vehicular traffic is mainly concentrated at Queen's 
Kong (Figure 8). It is a traditional trading center with Road West and Des Voeux West running along east and 
rice retails along Connaught Road West and dried fish west. Connaught Road West and the highways on 
retails near Eastern Street. As development proceeds, reclamated area are planned as the strategic traffic 
this status becomes fade but the retailing of dried solution to the district. For the rest of the district, roads 
seafood is still active along Des Voeux Road West. The are penetrated throughout the urban fabric, assessment 
district is now a major residential district with some is easy and convenient. Part of the Centre Street are 
commercial developments between Connaught Road reserved for pedestrian and is used as exterior market. 
West and Des Voeux Road West. 
The study area is bounded by the Eastern Street at the 
The district has a sloping typography covered the area east，Bonham Road at the south, Western Street at the 
between waterfront and mid-hill, besides the normal west and Des Voeux Road West at the north. These 
grid pattern between Eastern Street and Western Street, boundaries are decided due to the high vehicular flow on 
the other area is mainly in irregular grid pattern which these streets and are apparently physical barriers 
work with the localized typography. between the study area and the rest of Sai Ying Pun. 
The area of the study site is 10.9 hectare. 
Figure 8 Location of the study area 
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3.3 
Hlstoricaf Background 
Sai Ying Pun was one of the earliest Chinese 
settlements since 1860’s. Due to the favorite port ！V � 
location and the proximity to commercial centers at ^ ' • . ' 
Central and Sheung Wan, it became an important jF 
trading center along the harbour at the 18th century. ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ " S f f f t S 
Trayas' were constructed along the water-front and • • J J j J ^ 二〒 
port-related business became dominant. Trading of dried ^^^mim | 
seafood and Chinese rice were among the most • • l f | | _ 
important business in this district. - ^ 
Different to the established areas liked Taipingshan (i.e. J ‘ F j ： W H U i ^ r 
Mid-Level district) and Sheung Wan which housed the � ^ M d u f f ^ i l 
foreign businessman and rich people, Sai Ying Pun was t ^ ^ ™ ( 
mainly occupied by people with lower status in society ^ ^ ^ ^ m W ^ f f T H n n ^ ‘ 
such as workers or laborers. But due to the geographical 
advantage, it became hub of activities and center for H ^ B ? J ^ ^ S b fsL.X 
entertainment and trading. This area was once reputed 
as a 'red-light' area in the territory. p P t e M B B B ^ M ^ ^^^ 
The buildings at prewar period was mainly four-stories ••• • : - J 
tenement type. The width of the frontage was usually 
less than 15 feet due to the timber size and limited 
expansion, while the depth usually more than 40 feet. Photo 5 Four storeys tenement house 
Buildings were laid out in a back-to-back manner and 
accessible lane was provided between them. These 
tenement buildings were mixed used with retails on the 
ground floor, the upper three floors were either used for 
residence or ware-house. As development proceed, 
buildings at postwar period were mainly medium-rise 
and used for mixed use as the tenement type. Lifts were 
provided in these medium-rise buildings. 
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Social Context 
3.41 Demography 
AGE GROUP MALE NO. FEMALE NO. TOTAL NO. % OF AGE GROUP % OF AGE GROUP 
IN SAI YING PUN IN H O N G KONG ： 
UNDER 15 11,396 ^ ^ 
15-24 4,685 4,129 8,814 14A 丨！….: 
25-34 6,316 6,428 12,744 ^ ^ 
11,077 ISA 
45-54 O O 
3fi2J U2J 9A :……,,,,,,"Jl,,,,…,…,…!: 
64 & OVER 2,692 3,222 5,914 ： 8>7 i 
SUB-TOTAL 31,532 29,550 61,082 100.0 HHXO 
*The above figure is obtained from the data of population census at 1991. 
Table 3 Population & Age Structure of Sai Ying Pun 
Based on the data of the population census of Sai Ying 
Pun (Table 3 & Figure 9)，the major items are 
summarized as follows: 
1. The population of Sai Ying Pun is 61,082 at 1991. 
2. The adult group (Age 25-34 & Age 35-44) forms 
the dominant age group in the district, it constitutes 
almost 40% (i.e. 20.9%+18.1%=39%) of the 
population. 
3. Teenagers and children (Age under 15 & Age 15-
24) also forms a major group within the district, it 
constitutes around 33% of the total population 
(i.e.l8.7%+14.4%=33.1%). 
4. The elderly (Age 55 -64 & Age over 64) is the 
minor group in the district (i.e.9.4&+9.7%=19.1%), 
however, in comparing the overall figure of Hong 
Kong (i.e. 8.9%+8.7%=17.6%), the percentage is 
still higher. This reflects problems associated with 
elderly are probably more in Sai Ying Pun than in 
other districts. In other words, more resources are 
necessary to be allocated for catering the 
corresponding needs. Figure 9 Population of different age groups at 1991 
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3.42 Social Activities of Different Age 
Group 
Due to the nature of the project, the described activities 
are limited on those happened in public spaces. These 
public spaces include street，community facilities and 
open spaces within the district. Based on the 
demography analysis, descriptions are listed in a 
descending order from the most dominant age group of 
the district. 
1) Adult Group (Age 25-44) 
The adult group forms the dominant age group of the 
district, in order to define clearly the nature of social 
activities, the adult group is further divided into 
working class and housewife. 
a) Working Class 
This group of people is the major financial source of 
family. Due to the limited commercial development of 
the district, most of them work in areas outside Sai Ying 
Pun. 
The social activities of this group are usually happened 
after-work and mostly concentrated on sport recreation. 
However, the sport facilities are limited in Urban ‘ l 隱 i . - j “ 
Council complex and are usually full after working F ^ W ' ' , . ' • m— 
hours, therefore this retards their participation in this ； j S _ . 
kind of social activity. I ^ f c r ' ， • ^ ^ ^ 
On the other hand, based on the interview of social , � ^ 
workers in this district, adult and children are the most MJ’靴 .••;； ^ ' i sw J* 二 . 
frequent participants of interest classes at social centres. L* * f * 芒^一- f j j^ 麟 
This shows that community centers also form part of the ^ ^ : 
venues for social activities of this group of people. f ^ ] ^ * . 务: ^ ^ ^在广 ‘ i ^ ^ " ^ : 
b) Housewife 
Due to the lack of large-scale shopping area in Sai Ying W j ^ i ^ 
Pun, most of the social activities of this group of people 
are focused on shopping at market or nearby on-street 
retails (Photo 6). There are two main markets in the 
district, one is the open market on Centre Street and the 
other one is the market complex at the junction between V B V ^ ^ 一 " ^ ' - • J m S j ^ B 
Centre Street and First Street. (Fig. 11) The former one “ 
is more popular and the lively atmosphere is further 
reinforced by the shopping activities of retails and 
vendors along the streets. This is the major public places Ph�:�6 Open market and on-street retails are the places for social 
for housewife to meet with their friends. The shopping interaction between housewives 
activities are usually happened in daytime. 
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2) Teenagers and Children (Age under 24) 3) Elderly (Aged 55 and over) 
Most of the people in this group are students. Their As described in the previous chapter, the population of 
social activities in public places of this district are elderly in Sai Ying Pun is generally higher than those in 
usually playing sports in indoor or outdoor facilities and other districts. Most of the people in this group are 
gathering at fast-food restaurants. These social activities retired, they may stay with their family or just live 
happen mostly between the time after school and sunset. alone. Since most of the elderly do not need to work, 
Since there are eight primary and secondary schools, therefore they have a lot of time to spare from early 
although each school has provided with their own morning to sunset, 
facilities, it is still not enough to cater for the needs 
especially for those exterior sport facilities, this can be Open spaces are the dominant public spaces for their 
reflected by the frequent occupation of football pitch in social activities. These include the district open space at 
Sai Wo Lane Playground (Photo 7). King George V Memorial Park and the smaller local 
open spaces that scattered among the districts (Fig. 12). 
Besides, this group of people also like to gather at fast- Most of the people stay there for a long time simply 
food restaurants. They usually spent a long time there because no more suitable places for them to go. They 
for chatting. The reason for this kind of gathering is may gather as a group for chatting but most of them just 
related to the comfortable environment and low- -staying alone with nothing to do (Photo 8). 
expenditure of these restaurants. 
The other popular public space for elderly social 
activities is the community centers. Activities are 
arranged for them in daytime so as to provide a chance 
for elderly to meet and talk with each other. There are 
totally two elderly social centers in the district (Fig. 11) 
but due to the insufficient provision and poor condition 
of existing facilities (Photo 9)，one more elderly social 
center is proposed at High Street. 
_ m 
Photo 7 Frequent occupation of exterior football pitch at Sai Wo Photo 8 Most of the elderly stay in local open space during the 
Lane Playground daytime 
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mm 
n ..：。々  
Photo 9 The poor conditioned elderly social center at First Street 
AGE GROUP SOCIAL ACTIVITIES TIME PERIOD VENUE REMARKS 
ADULT 卯 W P 
(AGE 25-44) 
a) Working Qa^s Sport Recreation Night time Lodocsr complex or Usually full in Urban Council Complex at night 
OpfeaSpacw time. 
Interest Classes Nighttime Cpmmliniiy Center Adults are among the most frequent users of 
community centres. 
b> Housewife Shopping Daytime Market and Oa-street Open market is more popular than indoor complex 
Retails because of its atmosphere and surrounding retails. 
T E E N A G E R S 农 Sport Recreation After-school to sunset Indoor Complex or Outdoor sport facilities are usually occupied and 
C H I L D R E N Open Spaces under provision. 
( A G E U N D E R 24) 
Social Gathering After-school to suaset t^asuFood Comfort and low expenditure are the main 
ResJauEaatS attractions for this social activity. 
E L D E R L Y Gathering or Rest Daytime Local <x District The elderly usually spent a long time for chatting 
(AGK 55 & O V E R ) Opefi. Spaces or resting. 
Organized Activities Daytime •EUUsrty Social The under provision and poor conditioned of 
by Social Centers Centers elderly social centers retards the participation. 
Table 4 Summary of Social Activities of Different Age Group 
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3.43 Social Activities in Different Public 
Spaces 
Based on the research of the social activities of different 
age groups in the previous chapter, it is notified that yx^-i^J 一 ：, 
several public spaces are popularly used for various . , , 
kinds of social activities. Their physical properties such i . ‘ ‘ 
as facility provision, size, accessibility or location affect ^ ^ 移 . . 卞 ' - ^ h 
directly the social activities happened there. These 
public places can be grouped into three categories for 二 
further discussion, i.e. A) Open Space, B) Recreational W ^ ^ m ^ ^ r l w f ^ S I ^ ' ' ' 
Facilities (Indoor) and C) Community Facilities. ^ ^ ^ ^ B S ^ d B ^ BBHIi^ 
A) O p e n S p a c e W f ^ ^ ^ / ^ r 
Local Open Space j ^ ^ ^ t j i l l ^ | 
Local open spaces are outdoor recreation areas that cater H ^ ^ S B l ^ t •'昼 
for active activities (play and game) or passive activities | 黑 
(sitting out and strolling). In which facilities such as 
sitting area, children play equipment or sport facilities B B H H ^ ^ 广 
may be provided according to the size of the open ‘ 
spaces. 
In old built-up districts such as Sai Ying Pun, local open 
spaces are mostly provided by clearing poor-conditioned 
buildings, this helps to compensate the insufficient open 
space and also reduce the building density within the 
d i s t r i c t . Photo 10 Elderly users in local open spaces for passive recreation-
Sai Wo Lane Playground 
For those local open spaces smaller than 500 
sq.m.(29.5mxl7m)，passive recreation facilities such as 
sitting area or children play equipment are provided. 
This criteria is based on the minimum requirement for , 乂 <, -wasii 
building the smallest popular sport court, i.e. a � 
basketball court for facilities provision. -f^^^i^C ' Q t ^ 
There are totally eight local open spaces for passive : 
activities (Fig. 12). They are all planned in a way for •缚、 
encouraging people to rest and chat there, however, due g ^ l i ^ K k ^ ^ ^ ^ V 
to the isolated locations and the poor-conditioned r rK" 
buildings in the vicinity, these open spaces are seldomly W ^ ^ ^ ^ f l S P i i -
notified and used by general residences. The most ^ S f l S J l B l S l S i l l ^ S S ^ ^ ^ 
frequent users are the elderly and they usually spent a 
long time there (Photo 10). Most of them just sit alone I j j ^ W | — 
with nothing to do. 麗 ^ S ^ ^ P f f j 
There are two local open spaces for active recreation in fl^^Bfl^^^p - 5 ！ M | | £ 
the district, both of them provides basketball courts and 
sitting area. These facilities attracts a wide range of � -
users such as teenagers and elderly (Photo 11). The ‘ ‘ 
isolated nature of these open spaces are compensated by ‘ •、：'� 
the provision of enough pedestrian lanes, so that easy 
accessibility can be achieved. 
Photo 11 Wide range of users in local open spaces for active 
recreation- Sung Hing Lane Playground 
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District Open Space 
District open spaces are outdoor recreation areas of 
more than local significance providing active or passive 
recreation spaces for concentrated populations. 
In the studied area, there is one district open space 
called King George V Memorial Park (Fig.l2). It is now H I ^ H B f S R K S I ^ f • 
undergone renovation and ^facilities including ^ I ^ I ^ B S P ^ ^ ^ K x l ' ^ ^ ^ 
children's play area, rest garden, mini-soccer pitch, 
basketball court and skating rink will be provided. It is ^ B r u ^ K n E ^ ^ K 
the main open space for recreation in this area (Photo ^TJBIH 
tpFsw^ JH 
Before renovation (same facilities was provided), this ^ H 
park is. used by elderly for resting, exercise and V “ ^ 
gathering. The greenery of this area provides a pleasant e - ^ g T ^ j 
environment for them to relax and meet with their ^ ^ ^ ^ J H H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g t i g f c ^ 
friends. Besides, due to the provision of sport facilities, 
the park is also frequently used by teenagers or adults W B M ^ S j g ^ S ^ ^ g S ^ 
for active recreation such as playing football, basketball 
and jogging. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
However, the park is quiet far away from the bulk of 
residential area, there is also no prominent path or street 
leading to this park, therefore is mainly used by the 
surrounding residents. 
*The information is provided by the Hong Kong Urban Council for Photo 12 King George V Memorial Park 
District Works at April, 96. 
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B) Recreation Facilities (Indoor) 〜一 ^ .•.丄• 、 j C) Community Facilities 
Recent research discovers that there is a tendency of 
wider range of interest for active recreation, fourteen ^he community facilities are also popular venues for 
core activities are identified and facilities for these social activities for people at various age groups. These 
activities are suggested to be available in every district. mclude community centres, social welfare facilities, 
Four of them are preferably conducted indoors i.e. markets/food stalls, 
badminton, squash, table-tennis and fitness 
training/dance. They are now accommodated in Indoor Communi ty Centre 
Recreation Centres that provide year-round use within 
convenient management units. There is one community centre located at Western Street 
(Fig. 11), besides providing certain kinds of specific 
There are two Indoor Recreation Centres near the study social welfare services, this centre is mainly focused on 
area that provides facilities for the four core activities organizing activities such as interest classes for general 
described before. They are mainly used by teenagers and public. It is ran by Social Welfare Department for 
adults and the usage of both centers are quite high after encouraging local residences to participate various kinds 
working hours. of social activities and meet with other neighbours. 
According to the interview with the social workers 
there, it is discovered that the participation of these 
activities are not satisfactory and the participants are 
mainly adults and childrens. Activity rooms and 
facilities for interest classes are provided in the centre. 
Social Welfare Facilities 
The social welfare facilities are run by both public 
Social Welfare Department and private sectors that 
provides social services ranging from children and youth 
programs to elderly needs, special services such as 
rehabilitation of mentally handicapped persons and day 
relief centre for street sleeper are also delivered. These 
facilities scattered around the district and are usually 
housed in lower floors of residential buildings. 
Market/Food Stall 
Markets/Food Stalls are also popular community 
facilities or spaces that facilitate social activities. There 
are two markets in the district, one is the open-market 
on Center Street and the other one is a market complex. 
On the other hand, there is an one-storey food stalls 
building at Mui Fong Street, it houses several food stalls 
inside. 
Buying food in market is one of the social activities for 
housewives. They meet with their friend and after 
buying food, they like shopping at retails nearby such as 
fashion or glossary shops, this forms the major period 
for them to expose to other people. 
Eating in local food stall is also a kind of social 
activities for many people. Once they are familiar with 
the place and people, they like to each other such as 
waiter and the other visitors. 
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Open 雄oc各 R^cfecrti<m Facilities (Indoor) Cotnmunify Facililtes 
Local Open Space for Passive Recreation (8 nos.) Indoor G a m e Hall (2 nos. nearby) Communily Centre (1 no.) 
(Only sitting area and landscape are provided) 
• Facilities for four core activities, i.e. • Organised activities such as interest 
• Mostly used by elderly for resting and chatting. badminton, squash, table-tennis and classes for wide range of people. Adults 
fitness training/dance are provided. They and children are among the most 
Local Open Space for Active Recreation (2 nos.) are frequently used by teenagers or frequent users. 
(Sport facilities are provided) adults especially after working hours. 
Social Welfare Facilities (5 nos.) 
• Teenagers and adults like to use it for sport 
recreation. • Wide range of social services are 
• Elderly rest or chat with other people in sitting provided for different kinds of people, 
area. 
Market/Food Stalls 
District Open Space (1 no.) 
• Housewives buy food at market and 
• Wide range of users such as teenagers, adults or shopping at nearby retails 
elderly for sport recreation or leisure. 
• People like to eat and chat with others at 
local food stalls. 
Table 5 Summary of different kinds of social activities at public spaces. 
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3,44 Research on the Needs for Public 
Spaces 
The research information was obtained from a report 
discussing the living qualities of residences in Central & 
Western District, it was prepared by a private social 
centre called Caritas Youth Centre in Sai Ying Pun and 
it was carried out at February to May, 1990，therefore it 
was not an updated report, but it could be used as a 
reference for giving a general picture for the needs of 
the district. 
The information was obtained by random interview at 
five areas under the management and control of Central 
& Western District Board, they are: 
1. Central 
2. Mid Levels 
3. Sheung Wan 
4. Kennedy Town & Mt. Davis 
5. Sai Ying Pun 
In this study, totally 322 people in this district were 
interviewed. Two aspects concerning the needs for 
community and facilities were discussed. 
Central Mid-Levels Sheung Wan Kennedy Town Sai Ying Pun Overal l Central & 
& Mt. Davis Western District 
Day Nursery 4 6 7 U M 
Children Centre 3 4 7 7 U ^ 
Youth Centre 8 9 5 H U 46 
Community Centre 2 9 5 10 24 ^ 
Social Centre for the 
Elderly 12 13 12 14 24 75 
Elderly Hostel 6 3 15 12 ^ ^ 
Library U 18 W 25 , … 丨 」 . , • % 
Clinic 5 8 2 n U ^ 
Hospital 7 8 2 ^ U 3S 
Others 2 1 4 1 2 ^ 
Total 60 79 72 HO 173 W 
Table 6 Needs for Community & Social Welfare Facilities. 
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Central Mid-Levels Sheung Wan Kennedy Town Sal Ying PuT\ Overal l Central & 
& Mt. Davis Western District 
Open Recreation Space 9 18 22 ^ ^ 149 
Outdoor Sport Field 12 14 IS 14 ^ 95 
Indoor Sport Complex 16 ^ 11 ^ 56 152 
Swimming Pool \5 22 19 8 , ,; , 25 " 89 
Cultural Complex 4 14 6 ^ 2$ 75 
Others 2 5 1 7 4 19 
Total 58 101 83 127 ItO ^ 
Needs for Recreation Facilities 
Needs for Community and Social Welfare 
Facilities (Table 6) 
In comparing with the other four areas, the needs for 
community and social welfare facilities in Sai Ying Pun 
was the highest. Among 494 interviewed people, 173 of 
them expressed increasing needs was necessary, this 
constitutes 35% of the total number. The needs for Day 
Nursery, Community Centre and Elderly Related 
Facilities were the highest. 
Needs for Recreational Facilities (Table 7) 
The need for recreational facilities in Sai Ying Pun was 
also the highest when comparing with the other areas. It 
constitutes 36.3% of the total interviewed person (i.e. 
210/579 X 100%). Among the listed items, the needs for 
outdoor recreation space and indoor sport complex were 
the highest. 
*The needs for indoor sport complex are relieved by the operation of 
Urban Council Centre on the reclamated area at 1994. 
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3 . 5 
Physical Context 
3.51 Land Use Pattern 
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Figure 10 Land Use Zoning of the Studied A rea 
• Sai Ying Pun is an area with mixed residential and commercial 
I I Residential (Group A) uses. However, it is a predominant residential area. South of 
Queen's Road West is a purely residential area with communal 
I I Commercial / Residential facilities scatter among the area that support the residential uses. 
These communal facilities are mainly used for educational purpose 
I I O p e n Space such as primary and secondary schools or for health facilities. 
m ^ l Pedestrian On-street market • The commercial activities are concentrated among the area between 
Connaught Road West and Queen's Road West because it is 
I I Government / Institute / Community conveniently linked with the commercial centers at Central and 
I 1 Sheung Wan by major streets and highways. 
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3.52 Community Facilities 
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I I Community Centre with Social Welfare Facilities Figure 11 Existing Community Facilities 
！ ‘ I Indoor Market • The social centre and indoor market complex are proposed to be 
built at Old Mental Hospital and Centre Street respectively, they are 
m u m proposed indoor Market used to relieve the urgent needs for these facilities in the area. 
I ^ i i； j Cooked Food Bazaar 
m m Proposed Social Centre Complex 
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3.53 Open Space 8c Pedestrian Lane 
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I 1 Existing Open Space Figure 12 Existing Open Space & Pedestrian Lane 
iifc,.....邏 Area Zoned as Open Space ^ 
mmrnsiitm • The main pedestrian moving pattern is in east-west direction and is 
I 1 Pedestr ian Lane focused on Des Voeux Rd. West, Queen's Road West and Bonham 
‘ -I Rd. Pedestrian flow in this direction from First St. to High St. are 
Main Pedestrian Moving Route 
I - I “ � � • The roads running in east-west direction are perpendicularly 
r 1 Pedestrian Moving Route connected by sloping street., pedestrian flow is mainly concentrated 
at Centre St. & Western SL The movement is this direction is 
accomplished by pedestrian lanes between building lots. 
N.B. Reasons of Open Space less occupied in terms of pedestrian 
movement are: 
1. Assessment is not along with the main pedestrian flow.i .e. 
orientation does not align with the existing moving pattern. 
2. Most of them are dead-end design. 
3. Too isolated by surrounding buildings. 
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3.54 Vehicular Flow Pattern 
• 華 _ 鎮 
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I — I Major Route Going East | | Bus Stop Figure 13 Existing Vehicular Flow Pattern 
• The Lower Region is mainly served by Connaught Rd. West, 
I I Minor Route Going East | | Tram Stop Queen's Rd. West and Des Voeux Rd. West linking between 
Kennedy Town and Sheung Wan. 
Major Route Going West | | Carparking 
Area • The Upper Region is served by Bonham Rd. connecting South-
Minor Route Going West | | Phspcoed KTR Western Hong Kong e.g.Aberdeen and Mid-Hill Area. 
SMicn 
Pedestrian Path • The main connection between th&se two sets of routes are Pok Fu 
Lam Rd. and Western St. 
N.B. Due to the sloping typography and established vehicular assessment 
of the area, the area is inherently divided into upper and lower region, i.e. • The other streets running in east-west direction in between these two 
area north of Second St. is served by Queen's Road We5t or Des Voeux sets of main routes (i.e. First SL to High St.) are less occupied by 
Road West Area south of Third St, is served by Bonham Road. While vehicles. These parallel streets are connected by pedestrian lanes 
area between Second S t & Third St is intermediate zone. running perpendicularly. 
• One of the stations of the proposed MTR extension from Sheung 
Wan is located at the junction between Eastern St. and Des Voeux 
Rd. West, But is not yet confirmed. 
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3.54a Public Transportation Routes 
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\ '1 Bus going towards East Figure 14 Existing Public Transportation Routes 
L ~ J Bus going towards West • The most popular public transportation (i.e. bus and tram) is mainly 
‘ concentrated on Des Voeux Rd. West, Queen's Rd. West, Bonham 
p：：：^  Tramway 尺丄 and Pok Fu Lam Rd. 
I I Ordinary Mini-Bus • Number 13 franchise mini-bus is the only public vehicular that 
I I serves the study area, it runs between Kennedy Town and Sai Ying 
|i I Franchise Mini-Bus with specific routes 
I I Bus Station 
I I Tram Station 
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3.55 Building Age 
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B H [ More than 35 years Figure 15 Building Age of the Studied Area 
[ I 26-35 years • Most of the buildings with age more than 26 years are generally in 
deteriorated conditions and are waiting for redevelopment. 
I I 16-25 years 
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3.56 Overall Massing 
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Building Higher Than 12 storeys Figure 16 Existing High and Mid-rise Developments 
I I Building Between 7-12 storeys • present high-rise buildings within the study area are mainly 
‘ concentrated at the south-western part, this results in dense 
development with 'face to face'units between towers. 
• For the rest of the area, tiny lots with slender towers are scattered. 
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3.6 
Analysis and Problems Identification 
3 61 Social Context 3.61a Hong Kong Planning Standards and 
‘ Guidelines 
Referring to the demography chart of the Sai Ying Pun 
district, it can be notified that the dominant age groups A Open SpOCe (Chapter 4) 
within the district are the adult group and the 
teenagers.(Para.3.41) Based on the field studies, these Referring to para.3.6 & 3.7 of the H.K. Planning 
groups of people rely heavily on communal facilities and Standards and Guidelines, for the main urban areas such 
open spaces for their daily social activities, (para. 3.42) as Sai Ying Pun, the minimum standard of provision for 
public recreational open space should be 15 ha/l00,000 
However，according to the research concerning the persons. 6 ha should be used for local open space and 
needs for community and recreation facilities (e.g. open 9 ha for district open space, i.e. in a 2 : 3 ratio, 
spaces) in Para 3.44, it is realized that the provisions are 
under the requirements especially for community/social Population of Sai Ying Pun at 1991: 61,082 
welfare facilities and open recreation space. On the The minimun provision of open space， 
other hand, based on the Hong Kong Planning =61,082/100,000=9.16 ha 
Standards and Guidelines published by Planning The area for local open space 
Department (Chapter 3-Community Facilities and =9.16x2/5=3.66 ha 
Chapter 4-Recreation and Open Space), the calculations The area for di^Jri^open space 
of para 3.61a proved the existing provisions are far =9.16 x 3/5=5.50 ha 
below the minimal standard. 
However, the existing area for local and district open 
On the other hand, the occupation and usage frequency space are 1.32ha and 1.25ha respectively, the total area 
of certain existing public places are unsatisfactory, it is of open space is only 2.57ha, therefore the provision of 
particularly serious in several local open spaces and open space is far below the minimum standard set by 
community centers with social welfare facilities. The Planning Department 
low occupation of these places are due to the following 
腦ons: B Community Facilities (Chapter 3) 
1. Localized character. t l , , …， � �T , . J . L J. Three examples are quoted as follows: I . Not properly mixed with the surrounding context 
e.g.con figuration, introverted planning. C o m m u n i t y Cent re 
As a result, these places are only notified and used by Referring to Para. 10.1.2, an Area Community Centre 
certain kinds of people and it does not contribute to the should be provided for population between 40,000 to 
district as a whole. Therefore, it is necessary for the 80’000. This centre comprises a multi-purpose hall with 
redevelopment scheme to incorporate more public ^ seating capacity of 450 persons, a conference room 
spaces to cater for increasing needs. On the hand, by 肌d about 1640 sq.m. for welfare services. However, this 
taking the opportunities of comprehensive kind of Area Community Centre is not provided yet. 
redevelopment, these public spaces can be carefully 
planned in an organized way that makes them fully D a y Nurse ry 
exposed to the public users, so that they can be acted as Referring to Para. 10.2.4, the standard of provision is 
the foci of local residence for daily social activities and 100 aided nursery places per 20,000 population, 
therefore activate the district as a whole. Therefore the district should provide 305 nursery places 
(i.e.61,082/20,000x100) to meet the needs, however, 
there is only 172 nursery places in existing situation. 
Social Centre for the Elderly 
Referring to Para. 10.2.13, one centre should be 
provided for every 2,000 elderly population aged 65 and 
above. There are totally 5,914 elderly in the district at 
1991，therefore three elderly centres are required. But in 
present situation, there are only two centres provided. 
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3.62 Physical Context 3.7 
Renewal Proposals 
Community Facilities 
Concerning the urgent needs for public spaces of the 
Localized and introverted development of complex such study area (Para.3.61) and the physical problems 
as market or social centre retards public uses. For the identified at Para 3.62, by taking the opportunities of 
market complex, it contrasts strongly with the lively on- comprehensive redevelopment (Figur.l5 )’ it is proposed 
street market at Centre Street. While for the social to develop a system of public spaces by making use of 
centre complex, the centre convey an image to public for existing scattered open spaces and new community 
those requiring special needs, therefore the usage is facilities. On the other hand, to satisfy the housing 
rather low. requirements for the area. 
Open Space & Pedestrian Lanes 
The open spaces are isolated from the public by 
buildings, the unconscious location limits the public 
uses. 
Vehicular Flow Pattern 
Since part of the Centre Street is reserved for pedestrian 
use and used for open market, the vehicular flow on the 
rest of the rest of the street confuse the users and 
therefore unsafe to the pedestrian. 
Overall Massing 
The present development at south western portion of the 
study area is too dense and the lack of overall massing 
results in 'face to face' units between towers. 
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SumrTKiry of Schedule of AccomrnocfoHon 
Social Welfare Services 
Area (in sq.m.) Accommodation 
Community Development 
Area Community Centre 
(For 40,000 to 80,000 population ) 
Multi-Purpose Hall 393 450 
Conference Room 104 
Group Work Unit 684 
Family Services Centres 550 
Services for the Elderly 
Care & Attention Homes 1,550 125 
Social Centre for the Elderly 140 x 3 Centres each 
Services for Children & Youth 
Day Nursery (Child Care Centre) 1,100 300 
Outreaching Social Work 110 
Others 
Rehabilitation 
• Day Activity Centre 319 50 
• Early Education & Training 152 60 
Centre 
• Supported Hostel 700 50 
Bedspace Apartment for Single 3,900 270 
Person 
550 
Day Centre for Street Sleepers 
Table 8 Summary of Schedule of Accommodation 
N.B. The above information is based on the proposed services for new community centre complex at High Street by ASD., Standard Planning Guideline for 
Community Facilities & five year plan for social welfare development review 95 by Social Welfare Department. Please refers to Appendix 2. 
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4 3 
{nrplementatlon 
1. Re-arranging the planned GIC and Local Open 
Space as the proposal. 
2. Based on the figure and local needs to zone extra 
area as GIC & Local Open Space statutory in order 
to complete the network system. 
3. The resumption of area for 'public spaces' are 
primarily carried out by LDC, the population 
decantation and financial compensation can be 
incorporated into the redevelopment of Kennedy 
Town and new town development on Green Island 
reclamation. 
Depends on the allowable situation, the high-rise 
residential buildings adjacent to the public spaces can be 
developed. 
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Design 
Process 
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Issue Option 
5.11 Community Facilities 
5.1 la Option 1 
Centralized Scheme 
(A.S.D. Proposal) 
：:•.. "‘ -��二. 二 ’-:i:..:ri I � • 
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a f f l l f e i i I 鍾 惑 t , 遍 _厂 :： k 
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I 1 communi ty Centre with Social Welfare Facilities ngure 17 Centralized scheme ofcommunity facilities 
’ ‘ (AiCommunity Center, B:Elderty Centre etc.) 
1 D E S C R I P T I O N 
I 1 Indoor Market Due to the present insufficient provision of Social Welfare Facilities & 
續丨“_ Market Place, Old Mental Hospital & Market along Centre Street are 
C o o k e d Food Bazaar redeveloped into indoor complex respectively by Architectural Services 
Department. 
P R O S 
• Easy management and efficient land uses. 
C O N S 
• Residences live far away from the said facilities need a lot of time 
and effort to go there, especially the social centre at the isolated 
position of Old Mental Hospital. 
• Localised and introverted development with no inter-relationship 
‘ ― with other urban facilities do not enhance the community as a 
Figure 18 Specific Complex whole. 
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5 .nb Option 2 
Scattered Scheme 
• • -”••-. - 二 ： •一 -:：：.••:::: ：二二 ：：：^^ 二‘：— -二-- "” ： . 一-‘ 
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I I Community Centre with Social Welfare Facilities Figure 19 Scattered scheme of community facilities 
I I Indoor Market DESCRIPTION 
t — ~ 1 Based on the existing facilities, extra ones are provided on suitable I歡： I Cooked Food Bazaar locations. 
Community Centre 
The social welfare facilities are distributed according to the needs of the 
area.(e.g. Elderly facilities are located at lower level of site. 
Market Place 
Market Places are scattered with smaller sizes. 
PROS 
• Wider scope of area is served. 
• Since the scattered facilities are targeted to serve small local area, 
the proximity encourage uses. 
C O N S 
• More resources are required for land use and management. 
• Localized and introverted planning with no inter-relationship with 
other urban facilities. Therefore, they do not enhance the 
community as a whole. No inter-relatioaship between similar 
facilities. 
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5.11c Option 3 
Scattered Scheme 
(with mixed-use building) 
- -、“ 一 — 一 — — /、::二'1.‘:•.".:,:]• 一一'" 一，~、 
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[ 1 communi ty Centre with Social Welfare Facilities Figure 20 Scattered scheme with mixed-use building 
I 1 (AiCommunitv Centre, B:Elderty Centre etc.) DESCRIPTION 
I I MCKket Place • Concerning the present trend of putting all facilities into one 
I ‘ complex with specific uses, it limits the social activities among 
E D cooked Food Bozaor “ ⑶ 腿 d e s i g n ^ So a mixed 
• A scattered scheme is preferred to serve wider scope of area and 
more people. 
P R O S 
• Same as option 2. 
• Interaction between different social activities. (Symbiosis) 
^ C O N S 
• More resources are required for land uses and management. 
A 
Figure 21 Mixed-use building 
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5_ 12 Open Space & Pedestrian Lane 
5.12a Option 1 
Reorientation of Open Space to 
work with existing moving pattern. 
^ ^ ^ ^ “ ^ • ： ^ “ ： 
々•‘ •。-一 \ ::r~i=z」、』:二 1 . ~ 、 〜 -
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j • Existing Open Space Figure 22 Reorientation of open space to work with existing moving 
I F " ’ Proposed Open Space • Reinforce the pedestrian path with open spaces a5 nodes at intervals. 
1 i . , • The open spaces are more exposed and easily realized by resident, 
i I P的e s t n a n Lane theretoe u/age are higher. 
Major Pedestrian Path • 拡她ved by clearing old buildings/ 
I 1 C O N S 
I Minor Pedestrian Path • 他 inter-relationship between separated open spaces. 
• The open space is too exposed with no privacy. 
DESCRIPTION J. • The open space is concentrated along Centre Street. 
• For the studied district, existing open space is 2.57 ha, but according 
the planning guideline, 9.16 ha is the suitable provision, therefore 
the area is under provided with open space. The new proposed open 
space is totally 0.3 ha. 
• The open spaces are designed along with the Centre Street with no 
vehicular flow and high pedestrian usage. 
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5.12b Option 2 
Redesigned the Lane connection 
to work with existing Open Spaces 
——、• _:,•:；：，:.'：；；；； 
‘, 一 — 
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[ I Existing Open Space Figure 23 Redesigned the lane connection to work with existing open 
- spaces 
!«. J Proposed Open Space 
PROS 
I I Existing Pedestrian Lane • Wider scope of area are connected. 
• The load of pedestrian flow in existing streets can be diversified. 
| — ^ Proposed Pedestrian Lane • The open spaces are screened from adverse effects bring along by 
vehicular flow. 
Major Pedestrian Moving Path 
CONS 
^ Minor Pedestrian Moving Path • Do not work with existing pedestrian moving pattern. 
• Conflict and struggle between old and new moving system. 
DESCRIPTION • Due to the constraints imposed by new development, certain areas 
• The proposed open spaces and lanes are obtained from demolition of can not be connected, 
old buildings. 
• The lane and open space are designed and reoriented in a way that 
prominent connection is achieved. This continuity helps for easily 
pedestrian flow and 'legibility' can be adiieved 
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5.13 Vehicular Flow Pattern 
5.13a Option 1 
Restricted Pedestrian Use of Centre 
Street 
^^^~：； • ^ 
么 •‘." � z--一〜、--
M B 
^ ^ ^ Major Route running East Figure 24 Restricted Pedestrian use of Centre Street 
Minor Route running West DESCRIPTION 
C ^ ^ j . Major Route going West * Most of the Centre Street is solely r&served for pedestrian uses. 
• The main vehicular flow is still kept on Connaught Rd. West, Des 
Minor Route going West JOTfulLIT'卩“鄉,$ Rd. West, Bonham Rd. Western St. & 
I r D +^K * Fifsl SL to High S t are kept for vehicular uses, but only light r ©QSSTnQn rQTn , . , , , . . , . I L vehicles are permitted such as private car or mim-bus. At the 
I r junction at Centre St. zebra crossings are provided. 
I L � o p o s e d Buss o p • Carparking is planned away from Centre St. On-street parking is 
I 1- used to slow down the vehicular flow on certain streets. 
1 L Proposed On-street Carparking • ^^^ 似tion and bus stop on Des Voeux Rd. West & Bonham Rd. 
1 are proposed to be located along Centre Street. 
I I Proposed Car Park 
, P R O S 
I I Proposed MTR station • The low vehicular flow in the studied area is preserved. 
I I Zebra Crossing 
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5.14 Overall Massing 
5.14a Option 1 
Mixed High-rise 8c Low-rise 
developments 
,广 ： ‘ ‘ - “ 
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Figure 25 Mixed high-rise and low-rise developments 
P l ^ l High rise development 
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5.14b Option 2 
Concentrated Low-rise 
developments along Centre Street 
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Figure 26 Concentrated low-rise developments along Centre Street 
High-rise deve lopments 
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5.2 
Scenario Options 
5.21 Street oriented option 
.一广 - n — . ‘ -^'--""^ '"'“； - - — •• ：•一I • t, I • .—- • •  ，--. • , •• • J. . 
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I f f l ^ M H ： ! 
I ‘ ::: I Existing high-rise building 
I. . • I Open space 
I Mid or Low-rise development 
I I (with the provision of community facilities) 
I “ . I High-rise development 
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5.22 Web System 
I • I Existing high-rise building 
I ： • , I Open space 
I r Mid- or Low-rise development 
’ ^ (with the provision of community facilities) 
I -。… High-rise development 
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Design 
Parameters 
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6A r ~ T " " " " i 
Macroscopic leva) 
6.11 Connection l ^ 
• Reinforce the primary pedestrian linkage of Centre fi r j1 
Street and the secondary connectors from First A I 
Street to High Street to achieve legibility and dear ^ ^ 
orientation. ^ ^ ^ | 
• Open space should not be dead-ended and is well - 1 • [ 
connected with streets directly or by lanes to 
achieve fluidity (Figure 27). n 
• Hierarchy of privacy from busiest Centre Street to 
less busy horizontal streets to semi-public open 
spaces. Figi‘re 27 Fluidity of Open Space 
6.12 Function & Distribution r^c f^ c,^ ^ ar^  as 
Soculdu C3<V?B O^ "7 
• Nodal Public spaces (i.e. open space and public f^^^/cnvmea / 
facilities) are located next to primary and secondary 
street connectors. II / 
• Public facilities (e.g. social centre, market, food \ ^ ^ 
bazaar) are located next to local open spaces to ( ^ ^ C ^ 
achieve a symbiosis effect (Figure 28). ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• The important public facilities such as market and . ‘ 
community centres are located along Centre Street 
and acted as foci to reinforce the primary connector , — •一 
within the network. ‘ 二 d 
fficjumes 
• Mixed function for buildings is proposed to 
maximize consumption by different kinds of people. Figure 28 Symbiosis between public facilities and open space 
6.13 Overall Massing . 、 iWfHB^ 
\ SVTH ^S if^W^/CE. 
\ ne-JC T ^ U t 扬 7 / 
• High-rise development should be balanced with low \ / / 
or mid-rise development to obtain visual relaxation f ‘ 
between towers (Figure 29). [ 
‘/ O^ ^^ 丄 \ 
Figure 29 Overall massing control to achieve 'visual relaxation ‘ 
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6 . 2 1 
Microscopic level 
I ! I 
6.22 Streetscape Design M V 
• The scale between the street and building on both ^ 
side is essential, in order to preserve the existing 
scale of streets, 4 to 5 storeys podium is suggested ； f- C^e^^^ 
and the high-rise tower is proposed to be set back | \ 二 
from street. _ L I _ ^ Fa^ s^TR^AKi 
H 
； I 
• The ground level of podium is recessed to provide | 
overhang for pedestrian (Figure 30). 
• In order to preserve the scale of existing building, ^ 
the facade of the proposed building podiums are 
broken down into 4.5m grid to imitate the original Figure so Overhang protection for pedestrian 
tenement house. 
• Along the primary connector i.e. Centre Street, an 
intimate spatial feeling is preferred for its open 
market nature, this is achieved by 3 components of 
building, (i.e. tower, podium and ground level . 
extended stalls) (Figure 31) | ” 
I i— 
• For minimizing the monolithic feeling of moving CB^T^ ^ 
along streets, open space at suitable location is s m ^ l v | 
provided. ^ 
6.23 Architectural Planning ^ T 
• Residence or activity rooms are planned to face / ' 1 | 
open space or lanes to achieve interaction among 
buildings and negative space (Figure 32). ^ 
Figure 31 Intimate scale achieved by different components of 
• Extroverted planning of public facilities such as ^——‘� 
market or social centre for maximizing exposure to 
public. 
fr-ne^pcnoj ferv^M 
i T ~ 厂 Oe^ S p t e a I 
j e>ju»A ! 
o B 
I_kTT^ 
Figure 32 Residence or activity rooms are planned to face open space 
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Conclusion 
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Appendix 
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Building Program 
Client: 
Lands Development Corporation 
Mission: 
To design a residential prototype In which effort is focused on designing a better solution for podium portion of 
the building. A mixed usage for residence, commercial activities and particularly social facilities is explored 
and is targeted to achieve a better relationship with the existing streetscape and urban fabric. 
Goals: 
1. To suggest a better solution for locating and designing public facilities so that higher exposure to general 
public can be achieved. 
2. To propose a layout for podium design in which flexibility is emphasized for accommodating different uses. 
3. To explore a better relationship with the existing streetscape in terms of scale, facade design, texture or 
pedestrian flow etc. 
4. To manipulate the massing of high-rise tower, mid-rise podium portion and human-scaled streetscape so 
as to achieve a smooth transition. 
5. To test the idea of multi-level greenery spaces for maximizing the potential of podium. 
Building Program: 
Proposed residential prototype with the provision of public facilities including a Social Centre for the elderly and 
a Market place. 
Site area: 3,744 sq.m. 
Proposed Open Space Area: 20% of the site area 
=3,744x20/100 
=750 sq.m. 
It is assumed that the plot ratio for non-domestic part of the composite building is 1.5. 
According to the Building (Planning) Regulation Para.21 (2) 
Plot Ratio for domestic part 
=(Permitted P.R. of non-domestic-Actual P.R. of non-domestic) x Permitted P.r. for domestic 
Permitted P.R. of non-domestic 
Referring to the Planning Guidelines, P.R. for domestic and non-domestic building are 6.5 and 8 respectively 
Therefore, P.R. for domestic part of the composite building 
=(8-1.5) X 6.5/8 
=5.28 
Total G.F.A. for non-domestic part=1.5 x 3,744 
=5,616 sq.m. 
It is assumed the podium level (i.e. four storeys) is fully developed and cover all the remaining development 
area. 
The total G.F.A. of the podium 
=2 ,994x4 
=11,976 sq.m. 
Therefore, remaining G.F.A. for residential in podium part 
=11,976 - 5,616 
=6,360 sq.m. 
Total G.FA for domestic part 
=5.28x3,744 
=19,768 sq.m. 
G.FA for domestic tower 
=19,768 - 6,360 
=13,408 sq.m. 
V'--： “ Neighbourhood Design in Sai Ying Pung Redevelopment 
It is assumed there are 8 flats per floor, each with 60 sq.m. (relates to low to medium income level of the 
area), total G.FA for each storey is 480 sq.m. 
The total number of storeys of the tower 
=13,408/480 
=28 storeys 
Height of tower 
= 3 m x 2 8 
=84m 
Within the podium, there is 6,360 sq.m. for residential use, it is assumed 50 flats which accommodate 6 single 
person are provided, each flat is 60 sq.m. with shared facilities, total 300 sq.m. is required. 
The rest is used for ordinary residence and each with size 60 sq.m., therefore roughly 6000/60 = 100 flats are 
provided. 
Summary of Schedule of Accommodation 
Total G.FA (in sq.m.) No. of flats 
Non-domestic 1. Market Place 
2. Social Centre for the Elderly 140 
3. Retails at G/F 
Sub-total: 5,616 
Domestic 1. Single Person Hostel 300 50 
2. Residence at Podium level 6,000 100 
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